Statistical consideration in testing for assay sensitivity in a "thorough" QT study.
The current guidelines, ICH E14, for the evaluation of non-antiarrhythmic compounds recommends a "thorough" QT study (TQT) to be conducted during clinical development. Typically the treatment arms in the TQT study should include study drug at therapeutic and supra-therapeutic doses, placebo and a positive control such as Moxifloxacin (Avelox). The current hypothesis for assay sensitivity involves testing at pre-selected time points, where electrocardiograms (ECG) are obtained, if the mean baseline adjusted differences between positive control and placebo are greater than 5 ms. Since multiple time points are tested, the overall type I error rate should be adjusted using an appropriate multiple comparison procedure. In this article, we consider some recently proposed tests (Zhang, 2008) and explore the use of some standard global test procedures such as O'Brien's ordinary least squares (OLS) and Lauter's standardized sum (SS) tests for testing sensitivity of positive control. The powers of several test procedures are evaluated using simulation. The simulation shows that Zhang's method performs quite well in general but the OLS and SS tests have higher power when the coefficient of variations of QTc intervals have high heterogeneity.